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Issues in Building Agent-Based Computational GridsOmer F. Rana Lu MoreauDepartment of Computer Siene Department of Eletronis and Computer SieneCardi� University University of SouthamptonNewport Road, Cardi� CF24 3XF, UK Southampton SO17 1BJ UKAbstratWe emphasise and briey review existing infrastruture required to realise theComputational Grid, and de�ne suh Grid with referene to Knowledge and Infor-mation Grids. We then propose an agent-based approah for the ComputationalGrid, whih is entered on providing \servies" for managing resoures.1 IntrodutionThe \Grid" is an emerging infrastruture that onnets multiple regional andnational grids to reate a universal soure of omputing power | the work\Grid" was hosen by analogy with the eletri power grid, whih providespervasive aess to power. We believe that by providing pervasive, depend-able, onsistent and inexpensive aess to advaned omputational apabilities,databases, sensors, and people, omputational grids will have a transforminge�et similar to the eletri power grid, allowing new lasses of appliationsto emerge. Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman [14℄Sine the publiation of the Grid Manisfesto [14℄, researh ativity has dramatiallyinreased in this area. The term \Grid" has beome a referene to a large sale pervasiveinfrastruture into whih hardware or software omponents an be plugged, and whihpermits easy on�guration and reation of new funtionality from existing omponents.The Grid is therefore the underlying infrastruture that enables new information serviesto be de�ned, ativated, supported and managed in a uniform way.Researh in \Grids" has beome an area of ative interest, with ommunities suh asthe Grid Forum [1℄ in the US, the E-Grid [2℄ forum in Europe, and the Asia-Pai� GridForum in Australia and Japan, working to unify ommon interest aross the world.Due to the very generi nature of the Grid, the term \Grid" has started to havedi�erent meanings for di�erent people. An organisation based on three layers has beenproposed [5℄, and we will de�ne the omputational grid , the information grid and theknowledge grid .
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By their ability to adapt to their environments, agents an provide solutions to thevery dynami servies required by eah of these layers. In this paper, we fous on theComputational Grid, for whih we identify existing approahes, we disuss their limita-tions and suggest researh diretions for agent-based solutions.2 A Three Layer ModelA three layer model for the Grid infrastruture was desribed by Je�ery [5℄ in a strategydoument earlier this year. This model has been adopted widely by various researhommunities in the US and Europe, and we now desribe it.The Computational Grid , the lower layer, is primarily onerned with large-salepooling of omputational and data resoures. (Alternatively, this lower layer is alledthe Data Grid .) Suh pooling requires signi�ant shared infrastruture to enable themonitoring and ontrol of resoures in the resulting ensemble. The Computational Gridgeneralises ideas undertaken in early work on Metaomputing [11℄, onerned with reat-ing a giant omputational environment out of a distributed olletion of �les, databases,omputers, sienti� instruments and devies.The Information Grid onstitutes the middle layer, allowing uniform aess to het-erogeneous information soures and providing ommonly used servies running on dis-tributed omputational resoures. Uniform aess to information soures relies on meta-data to desribe information and to help integrating heterogeneous soures. The gran-ularity of the o�ered servies an vary, from subroutine or method alls to ompleteappliations. Hene, in sienti� omputing, servies an inlude the availability of spe-ialised numerial solvers, suh as matrix solvers and partial di�erential equation solvers,to omplete sienti� odes for appliations suh as wheather foreast and moleular oruid dynamis. In ommerial omputing, servies an be statistial routines based onexisting software libraries, suh as SPSS or SAS, or predition servies whih o�er oarsergrained funtionality, suh as database pro�ling or visualisation servies. In hyperme-dia appliations, servies an be multimedia ontent analysis algorithms or hyper-linkservers [21℄. Servies an therefore be o�ered by individual providers or by orporations;they may be speialised for spei� appliations, suh as genomi databases, or generalpurpose, suh as numerial libraries.The Knowledge Grid is the top most layer and provides speialised servies whihan look for patterns in existing data repositories, and manage information servies. Theknowledge grid is aimed at reating new, value added servies whih annot be de�ned asa single servie: they involve an aggregation of many di�erent types of servies, providinga orrelation between data sets generated by di�erent servies, or ombining results ofexisting servies in novel ways.It is intended that eah of these layers provide servies to various appliations, rangingfrom support for mobile devies, to large sale single appliations suh as modellingprotein folding and onurrent engineering.A substantial part of the researh e�ort dediated to the Grid has onentrated on theComputational Grid. The primary reason is that the Physis ommunity is an important\ustomer" of the Grid, whih they use in order to proess huge amounts of data, suh as2
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Figure 1: Grids and the Computational Gridgenerated by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments to be undertaken by CERNin Switzerland. The data volumes are of the order of Petabytes per year, and must bedistributed to sientists and engineers aross the world.However, initiatives suh as the \Semanti Web" [3℄, or researh in ollaborative envi-ronments [22℄, learly investigate fundamental issues that are relevant to the Informationand Knowledge Grids.Agents [28℄ an provide a useful abstration at eah of the three Grid layers. Indeed,by their ability to adapt to the prevailing irumstanes, agents will provide servies thatare very dynami and robust, and therefore suitable for a Grid environment. However,in this paper, we onentrate on the �rst layer, outlining how agents an support andextend existing omputational infrastrutures.Our emphasis on the lower layer is primarily due to the lak of agreement about stan-dards for servies to be supported within Information and Knowledge Grids at present.The resoure management problem has been investigated in detail, and a onsiderableresearh e�ort has been expended to reate and support standards in this area (suh asLDAP). However, what is laking in urrent Computational Grid e�orts, is the lak ofservie disovery and management, whih an agent based paradigm an o�er. We feelthat a small improvement at this layer an have a signi�ant impat on the higher levelInformation and Knowledge Grids; therefore, we show how agents an be used to supportand extend the urrent Computational Grid infrastruture.3
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3 The Computational GridIn this setion, we identify some of the urrent appliations of the Grid and derive somerequirements. We disuss some of the servies of the omputational grid whih have tomeet these requirements.3.1 OverviewThe Computational Grid aims to provide the infrastruture for integrating omputationalresoures to form a single virtual mahine, or enable solving large sale problems thatannot be solved on a single system. Examples inlude distributed interative simula-tion suh as military simulations, and simulation of physial proesses suh as limatemodelling. It may be useful to note that suh resoure integration may not lead to perfor-mane improvements, instead providing high throughput omputing to improve resoureutilisation. Appliations that ould bene�t from this approah inlude the use of multipledistributed workstations to solve hard ryptographi or omplex design problems.The Computational Grid may also be used to provide on-demand omputing and tomeet short-term requirements for resoures that annot be ost-e�etively or onvenientlyloated loally. The resoures may provide omputation apabilities, or may inludesoftware and data repositories, speialised sensors and other devies. Unlike existingappliations based on distributed superomputing, these new appliation domains areoften driven by ost-performane onerns rather than absolute performane. Partiularhallenges in these appliations are the existene of dynami resoure requirements, andthe potentially large population of users and resoures involved; in partiular, loation,sheduling, ode management, on�guration, fault-tolerane and seurity deserve someinvestigation. To support some of these requirements, we de�ne a servie layer thatan bene�t from existing monitoring and management servies within Metaomputingsystems. Suh a servie layer an inlude (1) management servies, suh as loatingdevies, migrating jobs to devies, load balaning on devies et, or (2) apability servies,suh as matrix solving or other linear algebra operations, running a moleular dynamisor uid dynamis ode et. Hene, we ouple management servies urrently available inMetaomputing systems, as illustrated in �gure 1, with a layer that an aggregate andombine these with software libraries that o�er a partiular funtionality for appliations.The Computational Grid may also provide support for data-intensive omputing, inwhih the grid is used to synthesise new information from data maintained in geographi-ally-distributed repositories, digital libraries, and databases. Challenges in this lassof appliations are the sheduling and on�guration of omplex, high-volume data owsthrough the network and multiple levels of proessing. Collaborative and onurrentengineering provides one example of suh design ativities, enabling groups of users toollaborate within virtual environments. In many ases, these appliations involve pro-viding the partiipants with shared aess to data and omputational resoures.
4
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3.2 Computational Grid ComponentsFigure 1 provides our perspetive on the Computational Grid, with referene to Informa-tion and Knowledge grids identi�ed above. As illustrated, our model of ComputationalGrid omprises three layers of servies: (1) host and network servies, (2) meta omput-ing servies and (3) devie and resoure management. These layers are based on existingimplementation infrastrutures, suh as Java/Jini [12℄ and Metaomputing systems suhas Globus [9, 14℄ or Legion [10℄.At the lowest level, we �nd a set of resoures and loal shedulers. Resoures anbe single proessor mahines managed by an operating system, or multiproessor super-omputers managed by bath queueing systems suh as LSF or Codine. Resoures mayalso inlude mobile devies ontaining a Java Virtual Mahine (JVM) or other embeddedontrollers, suh as Digital Signal Proessor (DSP) hips. Eah individual resoure orluster is responsible for managing tasks loally through the use of a loal sheduler.The seond layer is omposed of a set of Metaomputing servies relying on loalresoures and sheduler. In partiular, the Metaomputing Diretory Servie (MDS)is responsible for translating devie harateristis into a searhable tree, omprisingdevie identi�ers, parameters suh as CPU speeds, loal memory et. Devies an bemanaged within administrative domains. Seurity servies an also be provided at thislevel, o�ering authentiation based on erti�ates, or lower level enryption tehniquessuh as SSL.At the third level, we then �nd higher level servies, for servie disovery, servieadvertisement and servie management.4 Agent Based ServiesGrids use existing infrastrutures wherever possible, espeially if standardisation work isalready in progress or ompleted. We review some of the tehnologies whih ould on-tribute to the Computational Grid, analyse their limitations, and suggest agent-orientedsolutions.4.1 Resoure and Servie DisoveryResoure disovery exists within many Metaomputing toolkits, suh as Globus andLegion, and is primarily onerned with loating devies based on their IP address withina domain or sub-domain. The Lightweight Diretory Aess Protool (LDAP) basedhierarhial naming sheme has been widely used to register devies, enabling new deviesto be registered, and available devies to be disovered at run time. Suh a resouredisovery servie an be used by a resoure management system to identify possibledevies for task plaement and exeution.Existing resoure disovery servies an only be used to loate available devies forexeuting tasks, and generally do not provide details of the software available on thesedevies. In some limited ases, software details are made available, but these are generallyrestrited to operating system information, suh as the Condor system [13℄.5
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Hene, resoure disovery needs to be extended with servie disovery, whereby servielevel information is also inluded in a resoure spei�ation. An agent framework an beused to provide suh servie disovery, based on a Servie Advertiser agent, a MathMakeragent, and a Servie Request agent [6, 7℄. Servie advertisements an range from methodsor proedure alls, to more omplex signatures speifying servie types and ategories.The math making proess an also vary in omplexity from exat mathing of servies,to mathing based on ategory or parameters. Furthermore, agent frameworks providevarious mehanisms by whih omponents may be kept informed, suh as asynhronousnoti�ations or the publish/subsribe paradigm [24℄.Jini The Java programming language provides many features onduive to the de-velopment of the Computational Grid, most signi�ant of whih is the Jini API. The`Lookup-Disovery' protool in Jini [15℄, along with the `Leasing', `Transations' and dis-tributed `Events' servies an be used as underlying infrastruture for developing resoureand servie disovery, servie management and migration, and servie deomposition anddelegation.For instane, the Leasing servie an be used to grant liensing periods, over whiha user or a servie an invoke another servie. On the expiry of this period, aessto the servie is withdrawn, requiring the user or servie to aquire a new lease. Suhfuntionality in ore infrastruture an be useful for building more omplex servies, suhas math making and servie advertising. Agent frameworks suh as SoFAR [24℄ use suha onept of lease in the semantis of registration and noti�ation.However, issues suh as stability, seurity and salability are laking in the Jini APIat present, and these need to be addressed before it an be deployed within the Compu-tational Grid. Furthermore, servie disovery and mathing in Jini is based on an exatsyntax math between servie request and servie interfae, and based on Java primitiveor derived types. This may not be adequate when servie requests must be deomposed,or delegated to other providers.The Jini API an also be used in ollaboration with the JavaSpaes API to providedistributed shared memory support for sharing servies. JavaSpaes is based on theonept of tuple spaes in Linda, and enables servie types to be grouped, and mathedon type signatures. A similar servie from IBM alled TSpaes, also provides a similarfuntionality, and may be used in ollaboration with Jini. This idea of tuple spae hasbeen reused to oordinate the ativities of mobile agents [20℄.4.2 Servie Spei�ationA shared data model or framework is required to enable resoures and servies to bedesribed. This is neessary to math servie requests with servie availability, for ser-vie deomposition, and for new servies to be made available. The DARPA AgentMarkup Language (DAML) [19℄ provides a onstraint language to enable the spei�a-tion of servies, and o�ers a useful tool for enoding servies. No standard data modelsor ontologies exist at present, however, for speifying resoure apabilities and servies.Various projets, suh as Globus and Legion have de�ned their own spei�ation lan-6
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guages, although these are restrited to speifying resoure apability only, and do nottakle the more diÆult task of de�ning servies.It is unlikely that a ommon ontology will emerge, suggesting that negotiation betweenservie providers and servie users is more likely to be the prevalent senario. Dynamiontology reation is important in this ontext, to enable users and providers to useommon terms or themes to negotiate and propose servies. An important onsiderationin this ontext is the time to reah agreement: negotiation protools should be hosen infuntion of their ost and their impat on the salability of the Computation Grid.4.3 Metaomputing FrameworksMetaomputing frameworks generally involve support for aggregating various aspets ofresoure management, suh as sheduling, seurity, ommuniation, resoure loation,resoure alloation, proess management, and data aess. Resoures an be tightlyoupled parallel mahines, or loosely oupled networks of workstations. Metaomputingframeworks do not provide loal shedulers or resoure managers, but enable multipleresoure managers to be integrated at a higher level. In this way, loal ontrol andresoure management poliies an be respeted, whilst enabling large sale appliationsto be exeuted on distributed omputing infrastruture.The Globus projet [9, 14℄ is one example of a Metaomputing framework, and isbased on the assumptions that, (1) grid arhitetures should provide basi servies, butnot presribe partiular programming models or higher-level arhitetures, (2) grid ap-pliations require servies beyond those provided by today's ommodity tehnologies.Legion [10℄ provides another suh environment, where a olletion of workstations,vetor and parallel mahines onneted by loal area and larger-sale networks appearsto the user as a single omputer. Legion uses objet-oriented design tehniques to speifyresoure apability, their loation and deployment information, and means of aessingthem. The Legion arhiteture de�nes a omplete objet model that inludes objetabstrations for ompute resoures (alled host objets), storage systems (alled datavault objets), as well as other objet lasses. Users an use inheritane to speialise thebehaviour of these objets to support spei� requirements, as well as to develop newobjets. The use of reetion (the representation of parts of the underlying system asobjets that an be diretly operated on to aess and hange system behaviour) is parti-ularly important in Legion. For example, host objets represent Legion proessors. Oneor more host objets run on eah omputing resoures inluded in Legion. These objetsreate and manage proesses for appliation-level Legion objets. Objet lasses invokethe operations of host objets to ativate their instanes on the omputing resoures thatthe host objets represent. Representing omputing resoures as Legion objets abstratsthe heterogeneity of di�erent host omputing platforms, and allows resoure owners tomanage and ontrol their resoures within the ontext of the system.Metaomputing frameworks available at present are primarily onerned with resouredisovery and management. There is little or no support available to speify servies.They provide useful infrastruture for building agent based servie disovery and migra-tion tehniques. 7
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4.4 Mobile Agent LibrariesMobile agents also provide a useful abstration for supporting servie migration and mo-bile servies in the Computational Grid. Existing libraries suh as Voyager (ObjetSpae)[4℄, Aglets (IBM Researh) [8℄, D'Agents (Dartmouth College) et, provide well de�nedalls to enable a servie to be migrated, hekpointed, and run on remote mahines. Vir-tually all of these libraries still rely on the existene of a \plae" proess on the remotehost to reeive in-oming ode. No support is provided to bootstrap or initialise newhosts at run time into a luster in any of these libraries.Additional work is needed to enable mobile agents to be deployed within the Com-putational Grid, and ranges from support for managing \forwarders" during servie mi-gration [25℄, maintaining state onsisteny after migration, hekpointing the ompleteexeution state, seletive data migration after servie migration, and mehanisms to dealwith seurity, related both to the host reeiving the mobile ode, and the integrity ofthe mobile agent itself. All of these requirements will bring seurity, adaptability androbustness to mobile agent systems; their deployment in the Computational Grid is stillonditional to the salability of their supporting infrastruture.We an identify ommon agent servies in the ontext of the Computational Grid,whih may be shared aross appliations. These servies an be o�ered entrally andshared, or servies may be federated, with one servie in eah resoure luster. Theobjetive of de�ning suh agent servies is to identify ommon usage patterns arossresoures, whih an vary in type and apability, and to ombine expertise at a singleplae.4.5 High-Level Multi-Agent InterationsAll the servies desribed before would bene�t of some agent-based approahes, but werekon that the bene�t of agents would further be visible in higher-level servies thatinvolve the ollaboration of several nodes in the omputational Grid.Two forms of interations between autonomous agents are generally distinguished.Cooperation (ooperative problem solving) is the proess by whih a group of agentshoose to work together to ahieve their goal [27℄. Negotiation is the proess by whih agroup of agents ommuniate with one another to try and ome to a mutually aeptableonlusion [26℄.In the general ase, resoure alloation an be seen as a problem involving the ollab-oration of several nodes, whih have to agree on a satisfatory alloation of resoures forthe urrent problem and the prevailing irumstanes. We an foresee a very dynamimarket-based approah where idle nodes bid for omputations to be started on or evenmigrated to themselves. A similar approah is adopted in the design of new generationmobile phone networks, where software agents are used to trade ommuniation servies,e.g. QoS [23℄. Multi-agent high-level interations suh as autions seem therefore worthinvestigating in the ontext of the Computational Grid.
8
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4.6 Related WorkThe DARPA CoABS (Control of Agent Based Systems) projet [18℄ aims to developagent systems for o�ering speialised servies, suh as omponent interation managers,database wrappers, traders/brokers, to resoure planners and interations managers. Theremit of the projet is very wide, and a diverse set of requirements have been identi�edwithin the projet. The approah proposed in this paper addresses a subset of the CoABSfuntionalities. The omputational grid is more well de�ned, and ontains a more preiseset of requirements. There are also more well de�ned standards whih operate at thelevel of the Computational Grid. However, as the CoABS projet matures, it is likely toimpat various aspets of the Computational Grid also.5 ConlusionEstablishing and implementing Grids is an important undertaking, and o�ers new hal-lenges in developing robust and salable infrastrutures. We have identi�ed three typesof Grids in this paper, a Computational Grid as ore infrastruture for supporting higherlevel servies in Information and Knowledge Grids.So far, the Computational Grid has been onsidered primarily as resoure spei�ationand management. We have extended this notion to also inlude servie disovery andspei�ation; we have suggested the use of agents, as o�ering servies within suh a grid,and also as means to manage existing resoures and integrate existing frameworks. Wehave presented infrastruture tools and frameworks that ould be of bene�t in establishingthe Computational Grid, and we have proposed an agent based arhiteture for theComputational Grid.Referenes[1℄ The US Grid Forum, see Web site at: http://www.gridforum.org[2℄ The European Grid Forum, see Web site at: http://www.egrid.org[3℄ The Semantis Web http://www.semantiweb.org[4℄ ObjetSpae. Voyager. http://www.objetspae.om/.[5℄ Keith G Je�ery, \Knowledge, Information and Data", A brie�ng tothe OÆe of Siene and Tehnology, UK, February 2000. Available at:http://www.itd.lr.a.uk/AtivityPubliations/239[6℄ K. Syara, J. Lu, and M. Klush. \Interoperability among Heterogeneous SoftwareAgents on the Internet", Tehnial report, Carnegie Mellon University, Otober1998. Researh report no. CMU-RI-TR-98-22.[7℄ Omer F. Rana, \Dynami Resoure Disovery through MathMaking", Proeedingsof High Performane Computing and Networking (HPCN). Springer Verlag. Ams-terdam, May 2000 9
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